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Abstract. The present work investigates the feasibility to exfiltrate a
large amount of data from a computer by leveraging the unintended elec-
tromagnetic emanations of an HDMI cable to reconstruct its content.
The low signal strength and noise of the leaked signals make difficult to
recover any useful information, particularly when the content informa-
tion is text based, since it suffers from low readability. We consider a
targeted attack in which malicious software executed inside the victim’s
machine encodes the desired information into QR codes, which are then
modulated on the HDMI cable and in turn received and reconstructed by
the attacker. The efficiency of this method is evaluated under practical
conditions showing that the system is capable of achieving a data exfil-
tration rate up to 12.67Kbps under optimal conditions or 2.08Kbps at
50m distance. To the best of our knowledge, these results outperform, in
terms of distance range and exfiltration rate, previous work in the field
of electromagnetic leakage from the literature.
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1 Introduction

The security issue resulting from the electromagnetic emanations of electronic
devices was initially worked on by governments and military entities. The prac-
tice of eavesdropping and protecting from eavesdroppers and their study are
encompassed in a framework known as TEMPEST, a term established by the
National Security Agency (NSA) in the USA [8].

Our work has the objective of investigating the feasibility of exfiltrating large
amounts of targeted data by leveraging video cable emanations. Our work focuses
on HDMI, yet the results are generally relevant to any other types of video
cable such as VGA [31]. The proposed exfiltration method allows an attacker
to exfiltrate data without leaving any traces on the network ,that is, avoiding
detection by classical network-exfiltration countermeasures. We investigate QR
codes to encode the data to be exfiltrated reliably and at high rates and we
experimentally demonstrate data exfiltration throughputs several times higher
than previously reported in the literature is possible.

Our main contributions are:
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– A reliable technique of data exfiltration by combining the use of QR codes
as encoding system with unintended HDMI cable emanations.

– Systematic evaluation of the impact of the distance and obstructions to the
throughput.

– Experimental demonstration of data exfiltration rate up to 2.08Kbps at 50m
distance, 5.12Kbps at two floors away and a maximum rate above 12Kbps
under optimal conditions (antenna placed next to the target system).

– Open source software pipeline to reproduce the full attack (to be uploaded
in a GitHub repository).

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: in Chapter 2 we present other
works related to data exfiltration using side channels, in particular those ex-
ploiting video monitor emanations. In Chapter 3 we introduce the technical
background of our work and describe how QR Code technology is used to ex-
filtrate data reliably in such attacks. In Chapter 4 we introduce the attacker
model and describe the different stages of the attack. Chapter 5 outlines the
details of the software pipeline implemented for the attack and Chapter 6 sum-
marizes the results achieved after evaluating the attack in multiple scenarios.
We performed experimental analysis covering different parameters that affect
the transfer bitrate of the attack. In Chapter 7, we propose countermeasures
and describe the drawbacks of our approach. Finally, in Chapter 8, we draw the
conclusions derived from our work and future work to consider.

2 Related Work

Compromising electromagnetic emanations have been under research from the
mid 1980’s. Wim Van Eck published the very first analysis of video monitor
emanations security risks in 1985 [32] where he described how to reconstruct
the content from video monitor emanations without the need of professional and
expensive equipment but with just a TV broadcast receiver. The threat was
confirmed by implementing a practical attack in which he could reconstruct and
monitor the content of a screen in a real world scenario. Years later, around
the year 2000, Kuhn [25, 28] analyzed the emanations coming from computer
displays in depth and discussed the concept of a software based TEMPEST at-
tack, showing that the electromagnetic emanations from LCD screens can be
controlled to modulate data. The researchers also showed how recovering the
content of the screen provided them a way to perform text-based exfiltration at-
tacks at distances ranging from 3 to 10 m. Further, they proposed different tech-
niques to improve the recovery of plain text from emanations via radio-character
recognition. However, their proposal focus on recovery of text characters, which
becomes more prone to error as the SNR decreases due to the similarity between
different text characters (e.g, "i" and "l", or "v" and "u").

Other works exploiting video monitor emanations have been published since
then. For instance, Guri et al. [14] presented a malware, namely AirHopper, which
encodes text/binary data from a target into FM signals and uses a mobile phone
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as FM receiver. In order to achieve this, they modify the content of the monitor
to control the emanated signals (FM signals) as discussed in different works
and technical papers [12, 25, 28, 32]. The maximum throughput they achieved
was 480 bps at 1 m distance. Aside from electromagnetic emanations, other
side-channels have been studied in the past. These air-gap covert channels are
classified in seven main categories: electromagnetic, magnetic, electric, acoustic,
thermal, optical and vibrational. In [20] the authors used cellular frequencies
to exfiltrate data, achieving up to 1000 bps rate at 2.6 cm distance. Despite of
this being the approach presenting the higher exfiltration rate it comes with a
limitation regarding the distance. In [17–19, 22] the authors used different covert
channels providing exfiltration rates ranging from 1 bps to a maximum of 100
bps, and distances up to 1.5 m being the last one the slowest, exfiltrating 8 bits
per hour using the CPU generated heat as a channel.

In this work, we investigate the data exfiltration rate from a video cable.
Similar to the text-based exfiltration approach showed by Kuhn [25, 28], we
encode the information in the video signal. However, we combine it with QR
codes in order to circumvent the limitations of text character recovery: since QR
codes are highly resistant to errors, it results a much better coding scheme for
environments where the SNR is reduced due to environmental noise, such as in
the TEMPEST attack. Finally, we show how the system can effectively exfiltrate
data from a computer from up to 50 m distance or alternatively, from different
floors, achieving exfiltration rates and distances several times higher than other
previous attacks. A comparison of our work and the previous related work using
covert channels used for data exfiltration is shown in Table 1, where we can see
the advancement of our approach in terms of exfiltration rate and distance.

3 Background

In this section, we first introduce the term TEMPEST and describe the HDMI
data stream and nature of its leaked signals. Then, we detail the properties of
QR codes and why we chose it as encoding scheme for data exfiltration.

3.1 TEMPEST

In 1972, the NSA conducted a classified study which was partially declassified
later [8]. The document described how in one experiment conducted at Bell
Labs, they were able to detect plain text from an emanated signal coming from
a message encryption device. This device was used during the Second World
War by the US army and that experiment highlighted the importance of having
control over electromagnetic emanations. The term TEMPEST was then used
to describe a set of standards, specifications and certifications [7, 9] referring to
the act of spying on information systems through leaking emanations, which in-
cludes unintentional electromagnetic signals, sounds and vibrations. TEMPEST
also defines how devices can be protected against such attacks. Among these
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Table 1: Comparison of current covert channels for air-gapped networks.

Attack (covert channel) Type Distance
(m)

Rate
(bit/s)

AirHopper [14]
(FM signals) EM 1-7 105-480

LCD Tempest [15]
(AM signals) EM 60-640

GSMem [20]
(Cellular Frequencies) EM 30 + 100-1000

AIR-FI [17]
(WiFi signals) EM 0-8 100

ODINI [22]
(Faraday shield bypass) Magnetic 0.05 - 0.1 1-40

PowerHammer [21]
(power lines) Electric 100-1000

Ultrasonic [23][24]
(speaker) Acoustic 19.7 20

BitWhisper [16]
(CPU generated heat) Thermal 0.4 8 bit/hour

BRIGHTNESS [19]
(screen brightness level) Optical 9 10

AiR VibeR [18]
(computer fan vibrations) Vibrational 1.4 0.5

Exfiltration with QR
(QR code recovered img) EM 1 - 50 2080-12670

measures, the standards consider distance between equipment and walls, dis-
tance between wires carrying classified and unclassified information, or masking
information by introducing noise.

3.2 Video Signal

As described by Marinov [31] a video frame is built up from yt lines formed by xt

pixels. The display refreshes a frame at fv frames per second (fps). In addition
to the visible pixels, there are also non-visible pixels (i.e., blanking pixels), which
are used to synchronise the start and the end of a line or a frame. Each pixel is
a combination of three colors (RGB). In the case of digital signals, the intensity
of each RGB component is represented by a number nb of bits (nb = 10 bits for
HDMI). Therefore, the bit duration is

tb =
1

xt · yt · fv · nb
(1)

where xt and yt depends on the screen resolution and fv is determined by
the screen refresh rate. Then, pixel i is transmitted at ti = i · tb · nb.

Consider a display transmitting a bit stream of values ck(k ∈ Z), where the
k-th value represents the bit (k mod nb) of the binary number used to represent
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pixel intensity of pixel number || k
nb
||. The resulting video signal in the time

domain is defined as [31]

ṽ(t) =

+∞∑
k=−∞

ckb(t− ktb) (2)

where b(t) is the shape of a digital bit and b(t) = 0 for |t| ≫ tb
2 .

This signal is going to be repeated at regular intervals at frequencies multiple
of 1

tb
= xt · yt · fv · nb. In order to receive this video signal, the receiver needs to

be able to pick up frequencies up to f ≥ 1
2tb

to be above the Nyquist sampling
rate. For example, using a laptop with nb = 7 with resolution values of 800x600
@ 75 fps with xt = 1056 px, yt = 628 lines and fv = 75Hz, we should expect
the signal centered at multiples of 1

tb
: 348.2 MHz.

3.3 QR Code

The QR code technology was created in 1994 as an alternative to the commonly
used barcodes due to their limitations in terms of storage capacity. Initially
the QR code was adopted by the car industry for efficient work management
through a range of tasks. Subsequently, the use of this code was widely spread
across multiple industries and nowadays almost every smartphone has a QR code
reader. A QR code consists of a square-shaped figure built up from black and
white squares, called modules. The main features of this technology are described
below.

Encoding modes A QR code encodes a set of characters as a string of bits.
The encoding can be optimized depending on the type of characters to encode by
using one out of four encoding modes: numeric, alphanumeric, byte (including
UTF-8) and Kanji (a set of Japanese characters that require three or four bytes
to be encoded). The encoding mode will create the shortest possible string of
bits for the input, so it will result in higher capacity. For instance, encoding a
set of numeric characters in numeric mode will allow to encode more numeric
characters than when they are encoded in byte mode.

Error Correction Level (ECL) QR codes are designed to be able to recover
data if the code is dirty, damaged or partially obstructed. A sensible requirement
stemming from their origin in industrial and production environments where
codes could be easily degraded. Four error correction levels are available and the
higher the level the higher correction capability. However, the increased tolerance
to errors comes with a lower data capacity.

Data Capacity How much data a QR code can store depends on three factors:
the data to be encoded (encoding mode), the error correction level and the
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Fig. 1: Difference encoding capacity between QR codes with ECL set to L and
H.

version of the QR code. The version of the QR code determines its dimensions
in terms of modules - it is 21x21 for version 1 and 177x177 for version 40, the
highest version number at the time of writing. Each version add 4 modules to
each side of the QR code.

Fig. 1 shows the maximum number of characters that a QR code of version
40 can store. It shows the capacity for the four encoding modes and the lowest
(L) and highest (H) ECL. It can be seen that switching from the highest ECL to
the lowest one is has a big impact in terms of the maximum number of characters
that can be stored; it increases by more than 100%. See Appendix A for a list
with the maxima for all possible combinations of encodings and ECL.

Motivation behind the use of QR code for the attack QR codes have been
invented and designed to encode arbitrary data into a visual representation that
can be captured and decoded using electromagnetic (electro-optical) sensors,
despite (a limited amount) of damage to the QR code (e.g, scratches) itself, low
SNR on the optical channel (e.g., bad light conditions) and distorsions and faults
(e.g., dead pixels) introduced by the sensor. However, the elements that optimize
a QR code in terms of visual representation and transmission are also useful when
reconstructing the visual representation from electromagnetic radiation of video
cables. In particular, these are:

– Error correction capabilities account for errors at the module level; for ex-
ample, a module that was black was reconstructed as being white.

– The well-defined structure of a QR code con be leveraged to reduce the
difficulty of the recovery process. Its fixed size squares perfectly aligned on
a grid make it easier to locate data units(square) and cope with distortions
to them. This in contrast to, for example, text-based approaches where the
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width of characters might vary and even small distortions might make one
character look like another (e.g., ’l’ and ’i’).

– Black/white have maximum hamming distance so, it is likely that despite
errors, some distance remains and it is still possible to determine if a pixel
should be black/white when reconstructing the QR codes.

Furthermore, with different encoding for different error correction levels, the
QR code format enables an attacker to optimize throughput for different in-
puts and exfiltration scenarios; for example, with or without walls between the
attacker and the video cable.

4 Attacker Model

Espionage by eavesdropping on the EM emissions of a video cable can in prin-
ciple be carried out without manipulating the target system. The attacker must
then simply hope that the user is watching something interesting and that this
can then be reconstructed from the emissions. However, if specific data is to be
exfiltrated and optimized with respect to the transmission method, this requires
an active attacker. As a consequence, the attacker model includes at least the
following capabilities and steps: (1) place malware on the target system (2) col-
lect and exfiltrate data (3) receive and decode EM emanations from the victim’s
video cable. In the following, we discuss the steps in more detail. Fig. 2 shows the
setup after the attacker has successfully infected the system with their malware.

In a typical scenario, an attacker with access to internal data would exfiltrate
to the Internet over the network. However, this would leave traces and make the
exfiltration noticeable to the implemented security solutions, namely IDS (Intru-
sion Detection System), logs, firewalls etc. Since our attack does not exfiltrate
the data over the network, it remains unnoticeable to such security measures.
However, as discussed in 7, one of the limitations is that displaying QR Codes
on the screen does leave traces on a different channel (e.g., to passers by).

4.1 Target Infection

There are many different vectors for infecting a target, starting with remotely
exploitable vulnerabilities, compromised software updates, malicious employees
or social engineering. Depending on whether and how a system is networked
with other systems, more or fewer vectors come into play. Air-gapped systems
probably present the most difficult hurdle here, but even this can be overcome in
practice. Examples include Stuxnet [11, 29] and Agent.btz [30]. Once the system
is infected, the malware should be able to do its job; additional steps like local
privilege escalation are often not required. After all, reading data and displaying
images can be done by most users.

In the following subsections, we do not discuss step (1) any further. Our focus
is on steps (2) and (3). For the reminder of this work, we assume that we were
able to place our malware on the target system.
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Fig. 2: Attacker model diagram.
The target computer, infected with malware, displays QR codes on the screen while
the attacker receives the emanated signals with an SDR device to reconstruct the codes
and extract information.

4.2 Data collection and exfiltration

Once the computer is infected, the malware collects sensitive data. It encodes the
data into QR codes and finally displays the generated QR codes on the external
connected screen. In such scenario, the screen’s content is leaked through the
HDMI emanated signals.

4.3 Signal Reception/Decoding

For reception, the attacker uses a computer with an SDR (see Section 5) and
an antenna in order to detect, receive and process the signals to reconstruct the
content from the emanated video signal. After signal acquisition, the attacker
proceeds to the decoding of the recovered QR codes.

For this purpose, the attacker needs access to the target’s surrounding where
reception of the emanated signals is possible whilst not being discovered. This
can be achieved in a multitude of ways. First it is important to note that the
attacker does not have to be present during the attack but can place the receiver
system at a suitable location and fetch it later to process the recorded signals.
If the receiver can be hidden well enough, any rented-out or publicly accessible
room that the target will use would do the job. If hiding it is difficult or the room
will be checked for such devices before using it, the receiver could be placed in
any room nearby, where the signal is still strong enough. The top candidates
being the rooms above, below or next to the room in question.
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5 Implementation

In this section, we describe the software pipeline we developed to experimen-
tally investigate the exfiltration data rates in the proposed attacker model from
previous sections.

5.1 File encoding – QR code generation

The malware collects sensitive data and splits them in blocks of N characters
where N is the capacity of the QR code version used. To identify recovered QR
codes on the receiver side, a header is added on top of the encoded data. In
our experiments we used the filename and the data block number encoded (see
Fig. 3). Another identification method could be used (e.g., one byte per file and
one byte per file data block).

Once QR codes are generated, they are displayed on the external screen to
originate the emanations of the signal that will be recovered with the receiver
system. It is convenient to display the codes in full-screen, thus, the modules
are better differentiated on the receiver side and it is less prone to errors due to
poor quality. Moreover, adding a black border helps to identify and delimit the
area containing the QR code. An example of a generated QR code displayed on
the monitor is shown in Fig. 4.

5.2 Signal reception and frame reconstruction

To receive the emanated signals, we apply a band-pass filter centered at a multi-
ple of the target’s pixel frequency. The sampling rate was set at twice the target’s

Fig. 3: QR code generation. A file is split in X blocks and encoded into several
QR codes. A header with information about file name and the block of data is
added to the content of each QR code.
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Fig. 4: QR code generated on the target computer.

pixel rate so each pixel is identified. We collected the RF signals with an SDR
and they were send to a PC for demodulation and processing.

For frame reconstruction, we leverage the video signals properties as shown
in Section 3. The decoding of the video signal relies on the values xt, yt and fv
of the screen. Different approaches to find these values are proposed by Mari-
nov [26, 31]. First, the signal generated might be considered periodic, and there-
fore, the received signal can be analysed to perceive patterns and obtain fv. For
instance, in [31] autocorrelation is used to discover repeating patterns of the
received signal and to estimate fv. Second, yt is estimated from the repeating
nature of frame blanking intervals (invisible pixels) from consecutive received
samples. Last, there are a set of resolutions that are broadly used, for instance
2560x1440@60Hz or 1920×1080@60Hz: an attacker could adjust the receiving
parameters to match these resolutions.

Before displaying the reconstructed video frame, we applied digital frame
averaging in order to reduce random noise and increase the signal SNR.

5.3 Image processing - QR code detection

In a real-world scenario, the attacker would be spying the target computer from
a certain distance, thus, the received signals would be expected to contain noise,
which might damage the recovered QR codes. In particular, recovered images
are in gray scale and present low contrast, therefore, they must be preprocessed
to reduce the impact of the noise on their readability before decoding. To recover
those codes, we adjusted their contrast and binary thresholds, as well as applied
noise removal techniques. Finally, we used two standard python QR code decod-
ing libraries (i.e., PyQR [4] and PyZbar [5]) to retrieve the information from the
recovered QR codes.

– Brightness and contrast
Since most of the reconstructed codes’ contrast level are low, decoders are
not able to distinguish well between black and white modules. For instance,
the QR code in Fig. 5 (a) could not be decoded by any of the decoders.
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– Thresholding/ Binarization
Sometimes, the code is not readable after increasing contrast and brightness.
However, once the contrast is higher, black and white modules are easier to
discriminate and, based on a threshold, we apply binarization to map gray
values to black or white. Depending on the gray value, the resulting pixel is
assigned as follows: {

0 for x < threshold
255 otherwise

where x represents the initial pixel’s value in 8-bit format.
This part is error prone due to noise: some of the gray values which should
be white are considered as black and the other way around, thus, if enough
modules are wrongly interpreted, the code becomes unreadable. Fig. 5 (b)
is the result of thresholding Fig. 5 (a), initially not decoded. After applying
thresholding, both decoders succeeded.

– Noise removal - Erosion and Dilation
All recovered images contain noise which we minimize by applying median fil-
tering and linear gaussian filtering. These two techniques preserve the edges
of the image, which in the case of the QR code modules is essential. Fur-
thermore, there might still be some noise in the form of small lines all over
the image as shown in Fig. 6. In order to reduce this type of noise, we apply
dilation and erosion which reduce the small lines and dots.

(a) Recovered image without preprocessing.
Not decodable

(b) Recovered image with increased contrast
and thresholding applied. The decoded text
is part of a book: "Preface to the Third Edi-
tion ..."

Fig. 5: Recovered QR codes before and after image processing.
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Fig. 6: On the right image we applied dilation and erosion to reduce to noise.
However, it is not decodable yet due to the small size of the modules which
makes it impossible to differentiate.

5.4 QR code decoding and data recovery

Once QR code data is retrieved, we assembled the different blocks of data by
analysing the header of decoded data as explained in 5.1. Fig. 7 shows the steps
on the receiver side, from signal reception to data recovery.

6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the reliability and the data exfiltration rate of the
attacker model in different scenarios.

6.1 Setup

The equipment used for the experiments and its specifications are described in
the following subsections.

Fig. 7: Signal acquisition, frame reconstruction, QR code decoding and data col-
lection process.
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Target system As the target system, we used an HP Elitebook running Ubuntu
20.0.4 with 16GB of memory, an Intel Core i7-8550UCPU@1.8GHz x 8 proces-
sor and Intel UHD Graphics 620 (KBL GT2) graphics. This system runs the
malicious code described in Section 5. The computer is connected to an exter-
nal video monitor: we tested an HP Z27n (27’) model for the experiments and
repeated them for different screens, including a modern super wide screen (Sam-
sung 49” QLED Gaming Monitor 5120x1440@60Hz ). The decoding rates were
similar for all of them.

Regarding the video cable, we tested different commercial 3m long High
Speed HDMI cables and repeated the experiments with a 15m long cable. The
cables did not have any special shielding.

Notice that we performed the experiments with a laptop connected to an
external monitor only for convenience. That is, the results also apply to desk-
top PCs as the emanations come from the video cable and not the computer
device[12, 14, 27, 31].

Attacker system To receive and process the leaked signals, we used a commer-
cial off-the-shelf software-defined radio, namely the Ettus USRP B210 model [2].
We used a directional Yagi antenna (with frequency range of 698 - 3800 MHz)
since this type is well suited if we are targeting a specific computer. In our ex-
periments we added a Mini-Circuits ZX60-3018G-S+ 13 dB amplifier [1] with
an additional power supply of 12V and a filter to reduce the undesired signals
[3]. Finally, we used another identical HP Elitebook to perform all the image
processing and signal reconstruction tasks.

Receiving parameters In our setup, we recovered the images at 1210MHz
and sampling rate values between 15MHz and 20MHz.

6.2 Scenarios

We evaluated different scenarios. In each scenario, the antenna was placed in a
different location. For each of the experiments, we evaluated the ability of the
system to exfiltrate three text files encoded into 20 QR codes each, independently
of the QR code version. That is, for an experiment to be successful, we should
recover and decode 100% of the codes (60 in total). All QR codes were generated
using bytemode (i.e., 8 bits each character).

Zero distance First, we evaluated a scenario in which the antenna was placed
at less than 50 cm from the target system to avoid signal degradation due to
distance. For this experiment, the Error Correction Level (ECL) is set to Low
(L) and the time a QR code is displayed on the screen is 0.5 s. For the rest
of the experiments, we consider the same ECL an display time if not specified
otherwise.

The results for different QR code versions are shown in Fig. 8. The vertical
axis represents the percentage of QR codes which are recovered out of the 60
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Fig. 8: File recovery percentage for different QR code versions. ECL is set to L
and display time is 0.5 s.

total codes. For instance, 100% means that the whole set of 60 QR codes (20 per
file) are recovered and decoded. In an environment with good conditions where
the channel noise remains low, the file recovery rate is close to 100% up to QR
code version 19. For higher versions, the modules of the QR codes are smaller.
With small modules, subtle interference can cause adjacent modules to mix,
introducing errors. Considering the capacities specified in Appendix A, using
version 19 QR codes in bytemode (max of 792 characters), with the specified
conditions (displaying time of 0.5 s and ECL set to L), we reach a maximum
throughput of 6336 bits

0.5 s = 12 672 bps.

In the next evaluation, we examined the impact of reducing the time that a
QR code is displayed on the exfiltration rate. The combination of a higher version
code and lower display time will provide us a higher throughput. However, we
will need to increase the sampling rate on the receiver and therefore, frames will
start being dropped. Fig. 9 shows the results. Using QR code version 11 and a
display time of 0.25 s, we were able to recover the whole set of files. This results
in a maximum throughput without errors of 2568 bits

0.25 s =10 272 bps.

Finally, we evaluated how the value of the ECL impacts the recovery rate
(shown in Fig. 10). In this experiment, we compared the file recovery percentage
for different versions while using ECL set to L , Q or H. We placed the antenna
at a longer distance in such a way that the noise introduced in the images is more
noticeable and the effect of the ECL is observed. From version 9 on, we could
not recover any block of data using level L whereas for levels Q and H it was still
possible since they tolerate more degradation in the codes. We also evaluated
lower versions not shown in the figure, as they all lead to a 100% recovery of the
data. The main drawback is the high overhead introduced when increasing the
ECL: for H level the capacity (352 characters) is about 40% lower compared to
L level (848 characters).
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Fig. 9: File recovery percentage for versions 11 to 14 while modifying the display
time of the QR codes.

Fig. 10: File recovery percentage for versions 9 to 12 and ECL values L (blue), Q
(yellow) and H (orange). For version 12, we can only recover some of the codes
using high error correction level.
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Throughput vs Distance We measured throughput obtained under line-of-
sight conditions between the antenna and the target system over the distance.
Despite being under line-of-sight conditions, the experiments were not performed
in an interference-free environment but in a real office floor with other laptops
and monitors used at the same time.

To get the maximum throughput, for each distance we combined the version
and the displaying time values that allowed us to recover all the 60 QR codes.

Fig. 11, depicts the results for up to 50 meters distance. At 50 meters distance,
we obtained the maximum throughput displaying version 4 QR codes during 0.3
seconds. Notice that for longer distances, the image contained a lot of noise and
it was not possible to recover all the files.

Fig. 11: Characters per second VS the distance under line-of-sight conditions.
The line with diamond markers shows the throughput whilst the line with square
markers shows which version was used to obtain this throughput.

Throughput vs Walls In the next scenario, we placed the antenna in adjacent
rooms. Fig. 12 depicts the position of the antenna as well as the distances to the
target system and Table 2 shows the throughput obtained for each position. As
expected, walls and doors significantly attenuated the leaked signals leading to
a limited (yet still high) recovery rate.

In the first case (Room 1), where the antenna is located in an adjacent room
with only one glass door in between, we managed to reach approximately the
same throughput as in the line-of-sight experiment with no obstacles.

The second case (Room 2) considers the attacker to be located in an adjacent
room, with two closed glass doors in between. With two doors and a longer
distance (10 m) in between, the throughput dropped by 41.7% compared to the
case with just one obstacle.

In the last case (Room 3), we placed the antenna in another room, at 15
meters and again with two doors in between. The results show how the combi-
nation of the glass doors and the distance negatively impacts the recovery rate,
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Fig. 12: Antenna and target position on the same floor.

Table 2: Maximum throughput in bits per second for different positions of the an-
tenna on the same floor. Version and display time of the QR codes that provided
the maximum throughput are shown for each position.

Room Version Time (s) Distance (m) Throughput (bits/s)
1 9 0.2 8 9200
2 6 0.2 10 5360
3 4 0.3 15 2080
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which barely reached 22% compared to the results at the same distance in the
line-of-sight scenario.

Throughput vs Floors If we consider a scenario in which an attacker has
access to one floor in the same building of the target, we could assume that
the victim would not notice the attacker’s presence at all. For this experiment,
we placed the attacker setup in different floors below the target system. Notice
that the attacker should roughly know the target’s position in order to point the
antenna in such direction.

Fig. 13: Position of the antenna in different floors

The attacker’ setup was placed in one and two floors below the target. The
floors were built out of concrete. Table 3 shows the parameters that provided the
highest throughput for each case. The throughput obtained in the latter case is
around 44% less compared to the former.

Table 3: Highest QR code readable version and version and display time provid-
ing the highest throughput when positioning the antenna in different floors.

Floor Version Time (s) Distance (m) Th (bits/s)
1 9 0.2 ≈ 3 9200
2 12 0.4 ≈ 6 7336

7 Discussion

In this paper, we show how QR Codes can be used to increase the data exfiltra-
tion rate when exploiting electromagnetic signals from video cables compared to
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other related works. We demonstrate how this approach worked in different real
scenario and saw that an attacker would be able to effectively exfiltrate high
amounts of data in a limited time without need of high-cost equipment. The
results in Section 6 show that the use of QR Codes provides a higher resistance
to noise/signal degradation, allowing to achieve exfiltration rates much higher
than in similar literature. We learned that lower versions of QR Code provide
more reliability when the environmental noise is high, while higher versions of
QR Codes may be used to increase exfiltration rate when the amount of noise is
reduced.

However, these very good results also come with several limitations. First and
foremost, displaying QR codes on a computer’s screen won’t go unnoticed by its
user or any passers-by. While the malware could eventually detect the presence
of a user (e.g., using sensors like camera, microphone/speaker, or monitoring
keyboard/mouse activity) and not show the codes whenever one is present, this
might be much harder or impossible to do for the case of random passers-by.
Things are simpler when the attackers knows time slots where no one is around
or when the malware displays QR codes in an way invisible to humans. The
later could eventually be achieved with real-time watermarking [13] techniques
or with dithering [26].

Another limitation of our approach is that the attacker has no way of control-
ling the malware after it has been deployed; there is no backchannel. The attacker
has no way of telling the malware that decoding a certain QR code failed and
to have it displayed again. Fortunately, for conservative settings (small QR code
versions, where modules’ size are bigger), this is very unlikely to happen as our
experiments show. However, it cannot be ruled out completely and depending on
the nature of the data to be exfiltrated, especially if loosing one QR code could
void the whole exfiltration, measures to mitigate this should be considered. The
first choice here would probably be adding inter QR code error correction as this
consumes less of the exfiltration bandwidth than transmitting all QR codes twice
(or more times). Another option would be the use of side-channels as backchan-
nels. Depending on the available sensors on the target computer and the overall
situation this might work but is rather iffy and not completely passive anymore.

Despite having achieved good results during the experiments, further research
should be done to make the exfiltration more robust and reliable: as discussed,
improving the image processing to decode very noisy QR Codes might provide
a larger exfiltration rate. In addition, one of the main obstacles in our approach
(and related work) is the user’s presence: investigating how to hide the QR Codes
from user’s presence remains as a challenge.

7.1 Countermeasures

Designing an electronic device which does not emanate electromagnetic signals
can be hard, however, there are measures that can minimize those emanations.

Different standards and specifications define the requirements that electronic
systems should implement in order to protect against general TEMPEST attacks
[7, 9]. For instance, the red and black rule, or zones classification to define
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the perimeter to be controlled or prevent signal reception. However, we have
shown that structural building elements such us concrete walls/floors, do not
mitigate the exfiltration method described, if we can get close enough. Shielding
the transmitter component appears to be a better countermeasure, however,
the HDMI video chip also leaks signals and that might be more difficult to
shield. Another defensive strategy involves monitoring the presence of passive
eavesdroppers such as in [10]. However the current detection range of such system
is far below the exfiltration range of the work presented in our paper.

Another alternative we propose is the use of High Bandwidth Digital Content
Protection (HDCP), which is supported by almost every modern HDMI chip and
encrypts the protected content at chip level before sending the signals through
the HDMI cable. Thus, the signals received by the attacker would be encrypted
and therefore, illegible. Currently, HDCP encrypts only Digital Protected con-
tent. The solution would consist of applying the encryption to all the content
sent through the HDMI cable. We experimented by playing Netflix on the target
system and the recovered content was completely scrambled.

Finally, the target system could apply a permanent invisible overlay that
results in visible patterns on the receiver side, in such a way that the QR codes
are obstructed with those patterns (i.e., a watermarking to block the QR codes).

8 Conclusions

In our work, we presented a method for exfiltrating data using a commercial
off-the-shelf software defined radio without leaving network traces. The covert
channel used is based on the electromagnetic waves leaked from a video cable
connecting a computer to an external display. The software used for exfiltration
leverages QR codes to encode the targeted data. We have provided the technical
background about video signals and QR code technology, and justified the use
of it as a low SNR resistant encoding scheme.

We have described the whole attack pipeline, from data encoding, to signal re-
ception, noise reduction and data recovery. We have evaluated the method using
extensive variations and encoding parameters. In our results, we demonstrated
that the attacker model described is feasible even with an isolation of several
concrete floors. We also showed that the screen and the video cable length do
not have an impact in our proposed method. With the experiments, we showed
an effective distance of 50 m without obstacles and also a scenario where the
target was located at two levels above the receiving system. Compared to sim-
ilar works, the presented method provides an exfiltration distance range and a
throughput several times higher.

Finally, we discussed the limitations of our approach and proposed counter-
measures to protect against such attack.
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A QR code capacities

The following table shows the maximum capacity of different QR code versions
using ECL levels L and H and for the different modes. We omitted the capacities
for levels M and Q, and we just included a limited number of versions. For more
details about the capacities of each version we suggest [6].

Table 4: Modules and capacities of different QR code versions for ECL L and H
when using different modes.
Version Modules ECL Numeric Alphanumeric Bytemode Kanji

1 21x21 L 41 25 17 10
H 17 10 7 4

2 25x25 L 77 47 32 20
H 34 20 14 8

3 29x29 L 127 77 53 32
H 58 35 24 15

4 33x33 L 187 114 78 48
H 82 50 34 21

5 37x37 L 255 154 106 65
H 106 64 44 27

40 177x177 L 7089 4296 2953 1817
H 3057 1852 1273 784


